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Abstract. Using resolved stellar photometry in Hubble Space Telescope WFC3
images of 22 nearby galaxies, we measure the fraction of near-infrared (NIR) lumi-
nosity produced by short-lived asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. While AGB stars
represent a negligible number fraction of stars in a given galaxy, they can contribute as
much as 30% of the total NIR flux, even though local galaxies have large populations
of red giant branch stars. In the early Universe, the AGB contribution to the total IR
luminosity could be as high as 80%. For younger metal-rich galaxies, the AGB models
used in this study tend to under-predict the contribution of the AGB to the galaxy’s
luminosity (at NIR wavelengths). The same models tend to over-predict the AGB for
old metal-poor systems.
1. Introduction
The near-Infrared (NIR) luminosities of galaxies have often been assumed to be closely
linked to their stellar masses (e.g. Bundy, Ellis, & Conselice 2005). NIR wavelengths
are less affected by dust attenuation than optical fluxes, and while optical fluxes are
strongly dependent on recent bursts of star formation (SF), NIR fluxes are expected
to be dominated by red giant branch stars which trace the full star formation history
(SFH) of a stellar population older than several Gyr. While these traits suggest a simple
stellar mass-to-light ratio for galaxies in the NIR, it has recently become clear that
massive thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) stars can dramatically
alter the mass-to-light ratio for 0.5 – 2 Gyr-old stellar populations (Maraston et al.
2006). Population synthesis models of galaxies that neglect the AGB can over-predict
stellar masses by factors of 2 or more.
AGB stars represent a brief phase near the end of stellar evolution when a star is
burning hydrogen and helium in shells outside the stellar nucleus. While older (low
mass) AGB stars generally do not reach luminosities much greater than the tip of the
red giant branch (TRGB), younger more massive AGB stars can exceed the luminosity
of the TRGB by several magnitudes, especially at NIR wavelengths where they are
emitting the bulk of their flux. Thus even a small fraction of massive TP-AGB stars
within a given galaxy can skew the M/L ratio by large amounts (e.g. Melbourne et al.
2010). In the early Universe, galaxies have not lived long enough to develop a large
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population of RGB stars and thus the AGB could be the dominant contributor to the
NIR light from these galaxies, providing as much as 80% of the flux.
While it is clear that AGB stars need to be accounted for when estimating masses
of high-redshift galaxies, it is not clear that we understand the correct prescriptions
for including the AGB in the stellar population models. Prescriptions that correctly
predict the numbers and luminosities of AGB stars in the Magellanic Clouds (Girardi
& Marigo 2007) fail to reproduce the numbers and luminosities of several galaxies with
lower metallicity (Gullieuszik et al. 2007, 2008; Melbourne et al. 2010), overestimating
the numbers of AGB stars by factors of 2 to 6!
To test the prescriptions for estimating AGB populations in a wide variety of galax-
ies, we have obtained HST WFC3 NIR observations of 22 galaxies within 4 Mpc of the
Milky Way, close enough for resolved photometry of the individual stars in each galaxy
(Dalcanton, in preparation). In this paper, we quantify the contribution of the AGB to
the total NIR galaxy light and show that it is a function of the fraction of younger stars
within each galaxy. Interestingly, the fraction of NIR flux produced by AGB stars is
not correlated with metallicity. The results presented here are preliminary; final results
will be given in Melbourne (2011, in preparation).
2. The Data and Analysis
Our program uses a combination of HST optical (ACS) and NIR (WFC3) imaging to
study the AGB populations of 22 nearby galaxies. The optical images were obtained as
part of the ACS Nearby Galaxy Survey Treasury (ANGST: Dalcanton et al. 2009). The
optical filters included F814W and at least one of the following: F475W, F555W, or
F660W. The NIR images were obtained as part of an HST SNAP program with WFC3
(Dalcanton et al., in preparation). The NIR data were taken in the F110W and F160W
filters.
Photometry of the individual stars in each field were obtained with the Dalphot
pipeline (Dolphin et al. 2005). Photometry of the optical data is described in (Dalcan-
ton et al. 2009) and of the NIR data in (Dalcanton et al., in preparation). Uncertainties
for these photometry data sets were obtained by populating the images with artificial
stars, and recovering those artificial stars with Dalphot. The optical data were typi-
cally sufficiently deep to achieve 10% photometry at limiting magnitudes of ∼ 27. In
the NIR, similar limits were reached for magnitudes of ∼ 24.5. In both instances the
photometry reached several magnitudes below the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB),
providing an excellent census of the more luminous stars. Matched optical + NIR cata-
logues were made using a routine developed by M. Richmond based on the method of
triangles described in (Valdes et al. 1995).
2.1. Star Formation Histories
Dalcanton et al. (2009) describes the method we used for obtaining SFHs from the
color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of the stars in each ANGST field (with the MATCH
routine: Dolphin et al. 2005). The optical CMDs were first converted into density (Hess)
diagrams. Then model CMDs of known SFH, convolved with the measured photomet-
ric uncertainties, were compared with the actual data, allowing for the determination of
a best-fit SFH. SFHs for the sample are presented in Dalcanton et al. (2009).
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Figure 1. The F814W – F160W CMD of UGC 4305. This CMD shows a clear
TRGB at F160W = 21.8 mags. Brighter than this limit are AGB stars (large region
to the right), and red helium-burning (rHeB) stars (narrow region to the left). We
have defined these regions based on this well-populated CMD and applied them to
all of the galaxies in our sample, shifting the regions based on difference in distance
modulus, reddening, and metallicity.
2.2. Estimating Total NIR Magnitudes of Each Field
In this program we used the optically derived SFHs to get an estimate of the total NIR
(F160W) magnitude for each galaxy. First we summed the F160W flux from all stars
brighter than m160 = 23 mag in the WFC3 data. These stars are bright, and a reliable
flux can be measured. However, the contribution of fainter stars to the total F160W flux
is more difficult to estimate, because of crowding and the limiting magnitudes of the
data. Instead we generate an artificial NIR CMD of each field with star counts based
on the measured SFHs. To do this we use the Fake routine which is part of the MATCH
package (Dolphin et al. 2005). We generate fake photometry for stars to 10 mag below
the TRGB in the F160W filter. Our final flux for each field was then given by
Ftot = F(data: m160 < 23) + F(simulation: m160 > 23) (1)
2.3. Estimating the Flux from AGB Stars
To estimate the NIR (F160W) flux produced by AGB stars we define regions in F814W
– F160W CMD–space (Figure 1) within which AGB stars lie, for each field. We use this
color combination because it gives a much better separation of the AGB from the red
helium-burning (rHeB) sequence than F110W – F160W. We define these regions based
on the well-populated CMD of UGC 4305. Since in each case we are only interested
in those stars that could significantly contribute to the total IR luminosity of galaxy, we
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Figure 2. Left: The fraction of galaxy NIR F160W light produced by AGB stars
as a function of the fraction of young stars (< 2 Gyr) in each system. Points are
coded by metallicity. The AGB contribution to the IR luminosities of these galaxies
varies from 12% to 31% with a general trend of increasing AGB light with increasing
fraction of young stellar populations. Right: A comparison of the measured AGB
flux with the model-expected AGB flux. While the models are good to within a
factor of 2 for most galaxies, there appears to be a trend whereby models under-
predict the AGB for younger, more metal-rich systems, and over-predict the AGB
for more quiescent metal-poor systems.
limit our AGB box to stars brighter than the TRGB. There are likely to be additional
AGB stars fainter than this limit, but there is no clean way to identify them, and their
contribution to the total is expected to be small because the RGB is so much better
populated.
While the regions that define AGB stars are determined from the data of UGC 4305,
these regions shift in color-magnitude space for each galaxy. The shifts are set by the
differences in distance modulus, reddening, and metallicity. For the purposes of this
conference proceeding we positioned the AGB regions by eye, based on the visual lo-
cation of the TRGB in each galaxy, with an accuracy of roughly 0.4 mag. Ultimately
TRGB positions will be determined by a Sobel edge-detection filter (Sakai et al. 1996)
to an accuracy better than 0.25 mag.
With AGB stars cleanly identified in each system, we calculate the total F160W
flux contributed by the AGB in each galaxy.
3. Results
Figure 2 shows the fraction of the F160W light of each system that is produced by the
AGB as a function of the fraction of the stars formed less then 2 Gyr ago. The AGB
contribution to the IR luminosity varies from ∼ 12% to ∼ 31%. There also appears to
be a trend whereby galaxies with larger fractions of young stellar populations have a
larger contribution to their IR luminosity from the AGB. There do not appear to be any
trends with the mean metallicity of the galaxy.
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Several galaxies do not appear to lie on the broader trend line. DDO 82 and
NGC 4163 lie significantly above the trend line. These two systems both have signi-
ficant on-going SF, and thus have large numbers of luminous AGB stars. However, they
are both measured to have had the bulk of their SF early and thus the on-going SF is
not enough to push these two galaxies to the right in this plot.
HS 117 is off the relation on the low end. This galaxy has one of the smallest on-
going SF rates in the sample, but was measured to have some SF between 2 and 10 Gyr
ago. If we were to ask what fraction of stars were formed in the last 1 Gyr, it would be
closer to 1%, thus pushing it to the left in this plot.
Also shown in Fig. 2 is the model-predicted contribution of the AGB. The model-
predicted AGB contributions are estimated from the model CMDs discussed in the
previous section. For the bulk of the galaxies, the model AGB predictions are good to
within a factor of 2, but there appears to be several systematic trends. First, the AGB
tends to be under-predicted for galaxies with more recent SF, and over-predicted for
galaxies with less ongoing SF. Second, the models are more likely to under-predict the
AGB for high metallicity systems, and over-predict for lower metallicity systems.
Significantly more work is required to understand these trends. However, at least
for the older more metal-poor systems, Girardi et al. (2010) suggest that the AGB life-
times should be shorter than the lifetimes used by the models in this study.
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